
Enduro Sizing Shell Guide

Scoot Enduros fit horses with high-heeled hooves
and mules, but may suit some horses with low
heels, and other hoof types not suitable for Scoot
Boots.

The Scoot Enduro’s shape mimics the Scoot Slim to
accommodate these hoof types.

Example of an upright hoof unsuitable for Scoot
Boots. Scoot Enduro can now accommodate this
hoof shape.

Step 1
Select the type of sizing shell which provides the snuggest fit. The fit must be snug as Enduros
stretch slightly during the break-in period. If the fit is not snug, Enduros will be too big once
they are worn in.

Step 2
Check that the Rear Shank is not being forced out of
place. If the rear shank is not in it’s natural position, this
indicates the Enduro size is too small. This will be a bad
fit and security will be compromised.

Step 3
Check the front opening of the sizing shell, without the Mud Straps looped through. The front
opening should be slightly V shaped, the gap at the top of the opening should be
approximately 10mm - 15mm when the Front Straps are secured, with adequate tension on
the Front Straps.
A shell is too large if the gap is too close or the opening is parallel. The opening will decrease
as the Enduro is broken in.



Step 4
Selecting the Bulb Strap setting. Pull the Bulb
Strap down firmly over the bulbs into a centrally
located position, with a minimum 10mm
clearance between the base of the pastern and
the Bulb Strap. Align the holes with either the
front or back hole on the Enduro. The majority
of horses will need the front hole setting.

If the Bulb Strap sits too low, the Bulb Strap Extender will need to be used.
The Bulb Strap extender lifts the Bulb Strap into a more secure position.

Make a note of the hole settings to advise your customer when they receive
their new Enduros.

Step 5
Checking the Mud Straps - Each Enduro includes four sizes of Mud
Straps to choose from, see the below chart for sizes.
Use a larger Mud Strap size for high/upright hooves smaller Mud Strap
size for low-heeled/low bulb hooves.

The Mud Strap should pull the bottom Front Strap slightly upwards to
ensure the correct tension.

The Mud Strap is too big if there is no tension on the lower Front Strap.

The Mud Strap is too small if the lower Front Strap is bent upwards because of too much
tension, which can cause rubbing.
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